Newsfeed Settings

Introduction

With the growing list of available Newsfeed Cards, myLU now provides a settings page that allows users to select which cards appear on their Newsfeed.

There are multiple ways to access and edit the Newsfeed Settings. The first way is through your profile. The second way is from the Newsfeed Card directly. In this document, we will show both methods.
Accessing Newsfeed Settings from Profile

1. To access the **Newsfeed settings**, click on your profile picture.

2. Click **Newsfeed Settings** from the Settings menu.
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3. Use the **On/Off sliders** to Enable/Disable items from the menu.

4. **Disabling the Notification Bell** will remove the bell icon from your instance of myLU.
5. In the Card and Category Settings, you can prevent all instances of a card from appearing on your Newsfeed by setting the slider next to the Card title to **Off**.

In this example, the Athletics card has been hidden. With this hidden, no Athletics posts will appear in the Newsfeed.
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6. Or you can disable individual items in a card by setting the slider next to an item to Off.

In this example, Athletics posts are still visible in the Newsfeed, but any Game Countdown posts are hidden.

Changes made to the Newsfeed settings are saved automatically. Once you've made any needed changes, you can safely navigate away from the Newsfeed settings page.
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7. The second method to access the **Newsfeed settings** is to **click on the 3-dot menu** on a card in the Newsfeed.

The **Hide all from Athletics** option will prevent any Athletics Cards from appearing in your Newsfeed.
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The **Hide all from Featured Game** option will prevent any "Featured Game" type cards from appearing in your Newsfeed.

The **Hide this card** option will hide the selected card, but other cards in the category will still appear in your Newsfeed.
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The **Manage notification settings** option will take you to the Newsfeed Settings page that we covered in the first part of this document.

If you accidentally hide a card, you can click **Undo** to return that card to your Newsfeed.

If you select one of the Hide all options, you will need to refresh the page for the changes to take effect.